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ne of Aesop’s fables tells of a vixen taking her

numerous pups out for an airing. She comes

across a lioness proudly carrying a single cub.

‘Why such airs, haughty dame, over one

solitary cub?’ sneers the vixen. ‘Look at my

healthy and numerous litter here, and imagine, if you are able,

how a proud mother should feel.’ The lioness lifts her nose

and says, ‘Yes. I’ve only one. But remember, that one is a lion.’

   Haughty indeed, but such is the hierarchy of the wild. Most

recently a dog named Vixen had a more violent confrontation

with a lioness. In this case Aesop’s fable would be overturned

for honour favours the dog. She was a rare East German

shepherd. Her back was straighter and her temperament more

persistent and alert than the more common German shepherd.

Owned by K9 Conservation, she was trained to track and

apprehend poachers on a private game reserve bordering the

Kruger National Park, and worked alongside her devoted

handler Jonas, who also happens to be a pastor.

   After a night patrol, Jonas was driving back with Vixen at his

side. It was one of their last patrols together before she was to

be put into a breeding programme. Jonas stopped at the gate

of the game reserve and got out to talk with the gate guards.

The lioness became aware of
Jonas as he left the vehicle

http://www.k9conservation.co.za/


An injured lioness that had been displaced from her pride was

lurking nearby. She’d been drawn to the light of the guard hut

and the smell of food from the nearby community. There,

skinny and starving, she had watched the guards and

contemplated an easy meal. She became aware of Jonas as he

left the vehicle. And Vixen became aware of her.

   Vixen immediately put herself between Jonas and the beast.

The lioness attacked in the classic way, clamping her jaws

around Vixen’s throat and suffocating her.

There was little Jonas could do but call for back up. As the

hungry lioness fed on Vixen’s hind quarters, the K9 team tried

to force her off by advancing toward her with the vehicle.

Finally they poured water on the lioness – for there are few

things a cat hates more – and she ran off leaving them time to

recover Vixen’s body.

   Jonas owes Vixen his life. She was buried at her home and

training facility. Flowers were laid on her grave, and Pastor

Jonas lead the ceremony.



Ever since the first canid tentatively accepted food from a

human, dogs have been an integral part of our lives. Our best

friend, protecting and serving, often just loving. By our hand,

many dogs have had the wild bred out of them. But the most

progressive step in our manipulation of the dog is to rekindle

their friendship with the wild. In essence, dogs like Vixen now

play a role in protecting endangered species, even lions.

   K9 Conservation has been operating since 2011 and has

more than ten such dogs working on game reserves near

Kruger National Park, a region that has seen some of the worst

rhino poaching in Africa. As well as German shepherds, they

work with and train weimaraners and Belgian malinois.

Weimaraners are a 300 year-old German dog that was bred

Vixen and Jonas.

©K9 Conservation



for tracking and hunting stag and other large game. Their

refined hunting instincts enable them to play an essential role

in locating animals injured or killed by poachers. This

complements the malinois’ more aggressive nature,

endurance, agility and superior skill in tracking humans, so

the two breeds are often used in tandem. When a poached

animal is located by the weimaraner the malinois takes over,

picking up the scent of the poachers so tracking and

apprehension of the culprits can begin.

http://africageo.com/4829


‘The poachers are very weary of patrol dogs, and are more

willing to give themselves up in a confrontational situation if

there is a dog with gnashing teeth in the equation,’ says

Director of K9 Conservation, Conraad de Rosner.

   There are many arrests in the Kruger National Park region

but unless suspects are found with evidence they can only be

charged with trespassing. Often poachers throw their guns

into the bush when they realise they will be caught. But the

dogs serve another role by finding those guns and the bullet

casings near the poached animals. Fingerprints on the

weapons and ballistic evidence can lead to stronger

convictions. ‘In the areas we operate in not one rhino has been

lost in over a year and a half,’ says co-founder Catherine

Corrett. Eight arrests of rhino poachers have been made over

that time, and the intelligence from the arrestees has led to

1. Dog handler with snares found by a weimaraner as

well as a lion skull.

2. K9 Conservation director Conraad de Rosner

patrolling with weimaraners.

3. A weimaraner on the scent.

©K9 Conservation

‘Not one rhino has been lost
in over a year and a half’



more arrests higher up the chain. K9 Conservation is

expanding their operations to other key wildlife areas in South

Africa, and is developing and consulting on the use of working

dogs in places such as Kenya, Malawi and Central African

Republic.

The Virunga National Park in the Democratic Republic of

Congo is a world heritage site. It’s also a hot zone for poaching

and war, and 150 rangers have been killed there in the past 17

years. The Congo Hounds Canine Unit, which has been

operating since 2011, consists of three bloodhounds and two

English springer spaniels. In such a densely forested region

with difficult terrain, the bloodhounds are extremely useful

because they can follow trails that are days old. They can

A handler shares a moment with his bloodhound in a Congolese community.

©Congo Hounds

http://www.congohounds.ch/en/fotos.html


locate injured rangers or track down poachers intent on killing

endangered mountain gorillas and elephants. But that’s where

their work stops as they are too gentle to get involved in actual

apprehension. The spaniels are specially trained to sniff out

ivory, bush meat and other such contraband, so they are used

to search vehicles and villages in the region.



1. At the site of an elephant carcass a bloodhound gets on the scent of poachers.

2. An English springer spaniel sniffs for ivory, bush meat or other wildlife

contraband.

©Congo Hounds

3. Didi, the mix-breed stray turned top tracker. Didi has brought in 6 poachers

since rescued from the ASPCA.

©Big Life



The Big Life Foundation operates on the wildlife rich plains of

East Africa. Launched 4 years ago by British photographer

Nick Brandt and Kenyan conservationist Richard Bonham, the

foundation now employs 300 rangers in 31 outposts in

Tanzania and Kenya. One of their most effective anti-poaching

initiatives, the first in Tanzania, is a canine unit comprising of

German shepherds and German shepherd mix breeds used to

track and apprehend poachers. A recent addition to the team

is Didi, an abused Nairobi stray that Bonham picked up from

the ASPCA. With care and training she has proven herself

invaluable, already bringing in 6 poachers and finding two lost

community members. Says Leyian, one of her handlers:

‘When we are on the track we can switch off our minds, Didi is

our eyes and we trust her, she will take us where we want to

go.’

Read more beneath the advert

https://biglife.org/


Further north within sight of Mount Kenya is Ol Pejeta

Conservancy, and the last six northern white rhinos on earth.

The last of the breeding males died recently, and the fact that

he succumbed to natural causes, and not a poacher’s gun,

might well be thanks to Ol Pejeta’s canine unit.

The unit comprises of two bloodhounds, a black malinois

assault dog, and 11 younger Dutch malinois that were

introduced as puppies in 2013. The dogs and their handlers

Equipped with camera
systems and body armour,

these are the dogs of the
future

http://www.olpejetaconservancy.org/
http://www.olpejetaconservancy.org/
http://africageo.com/4818


are being put through intensive training with British ex-

military dog instructor, Daryll Pleasants and his White Paw

organisation. The focus is on creating multiple roles for the

new malinois recruits. Referring to Diego, the son of assault

dog Tarzan, Pleasants describes how he is trained to search,

track and attack. ‘Not only is Diego part of a new strategy in

which one dog can accomplish three roles, he is also fully

approachable. In a conservancy where the general public are

given free movement to enjoy the fauna and flora there is no

place for an animal that cannot be controlled.’

   But poachers will find these dogs far less approachable.

‘Equipped with state-of-the-art dog surveillance head camera

systems and bullet/stab proof body armour, these are the dogs

of the future,’ says Pleasants, ‘The dogs that are set to give the

conservation world the edge in the war against poaching.’

http://www.whitepawprofessionaldogtraining.com/


On the periphery of this war, the domestic dog still performs

its classic role of friend to domestic animals. Far to the south-

west in the arid lands of Namibia, dogs are protecting

livestock from predators. Poaching is low in this region, and

Namibia’s holistic approach to land use means that livestock

1. A White Paw assault dog wears a camera system and bullet/stab proof body

armour.

2. Ol Pejeta’s dogs undergo assault training.

©White Paw

3. Anatolian Shepherd pups are introduced to livestock herds at a young age in

order to grow into devoted protectors.

©CCF/Andrew Harrington



and wild animals cross paths very often. Because they

occasionally prey on livestock, cheetahs and leopards are seen

as economic threats, and are sometimes killed by farmers. The

Cheetah Conservation Fund aims to resolve this conflict using

Anatolian shepherd dogs. The dogs, which are introduced to

goat herds at a very young age, have minimal contact with

humans so they grow into a devoted protector of their adopted

herd.

Anatolian shepherds are not herding dogs and do not move

livestock, which can trigger a predator attack. Rather, they

place themselves between the livestock and the threat, barking

loudly. If the predator persists they do attack, but often their

presence is intimidation enough. Since 1997 over 400 dogs

A native of Turkey, the Anatolian Shepherd was bred to resemble the size and color of the livestock he defended

so predators would not detect him among the flock. ©CCF/Andrew Harrington

http://cheetah.org/


have been placed on farms with 92% of farmers reporting no

loss of livestock or, at least a significant reduction.

   Working with the Ruaha Carnivore Project, the CCF recently

introduced young Anatolian shepherd dogs to Barabaig

herders near Ruaha National Park in Tanzania. Here, the

greatest threat to livestock is not cheetahs and leopards, but

those haughty lions. The Barabaig have traditionally protected

their herds, or even retaliated for kills, by spearing and

poisoning the cats. But, once the Anatolian shepherd dogs

have bonded to the herds, and are successful in warding off

lion attacks, they may prove to be the lions’ best friend.

Perhaps Aesop needs to do a bit of a rewrite.

CLICK BELOW FOR CHAPTERS
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n the dusty rural villages of South Africa one can

expect to see dogs of all shapes and sizes roaming

freely, seemingly un-cared for and feral. To those

who are used to the regulated pedigree world of dogs,

these ‘village dogs’ are widely thought of as un-

domesticated and most likely carriers of the rabies virus.

Whilst this is true in some cases, others are considered

precious commodities and companions.

   The Africanis (Canis Africanus) or indigenous dogs of Africa

and Southern Africa have adapted over thousands of years to

the specific conditions and regions in which they inhabit. In

other words they have been shaped by Africa for Africa.

Having no extravagant demands on their owners; highly

resistant immune systems; keen instincts for hunting and a

naturally subservient nature; these dogs are widely sought

after in pastoral regions.

   Mandla, who was taught by his grandfather how to hunt with

dogs, is now passing on this ancient tradition to his cousin

Banny, a muscular young man dressed in leopard print who,

with the click of his fingers, commands the two dogs. ‘You see

he is symbolising that he is strong and ready for hunting’

Mandla says to me as the tiger-striped dog kicks up the dust

around him marking his territory.



Mandla (left) is passing on the tradition of hunting with dogs to his cousin

Banny.

©Catherine Corrett

They are a far cry from the
shepherd breeds but are by

no means less effective



communities cattle are a symbol of a man’s wealth and status

and so naturally they need protecting and herding. ‘If they

stray too far or run away, the dogs run up and help to control

the movement of the cattle,’ Mandla explained. These unlikely

custodians of cattle are a far cry from the sheepdogs and

shepherd breeds usually associated with herding, but are by

no means less effective.

   

Before game reserves, national parks and protected areas

were created, Southern Africa was a vast open space where

wild animals roamed freely and people had a bountiful source

of meat from the bush. ‘The hunting dogs of our forefathers

offered both protection and a way to hunt these animals,’

Mandla recounted. Today a similar alliance exists. During the

rainy season, parts of the game reserve fences can wash away

and wild animals such as lions and buffalo break free into the

community. These animals pose a genuine threat to the

community and their livestock that surround the reserve and

the dogs act as an early warning system.

   

As I spoke to the two men about the potential hazards and

health risks to the dogs and their owners in this environment,

the dogs were relaxed, but alert, rarely taking their eyes off

their handlers.

Read more below the advert

The dogs serve their owners in a variety of ways and are both

diligent and uncompromising in their tasks. In these rural



Rabies and Canine Distemper are both endemic to this region

and pose a threat to wildlife populations inside the reserves,

as well as throughout Africa. Preventative measures are

essential in controlling the spread of these viruses. Every

domestic dog that enters a protected area without a permit is

destroyed on site by the state veterinarian department and

conservation officials. The dog is shot in the body, avoiding

the head so that the brain can be preserved for the state vets

who sample and test for the virus.

This is particularly important when it comes to preserving

Wild Dog Populations. ‘When park boundaries are on the

community doorstep, the risk of contamination is high,’ says

Chris Kelly, a Director of Wildlife Act. ‘The Wild Dogs are

Domestic dogs are destroyed
on sight

http://africageo.com/4814


such closely bonded animals that if one dog is contaminated

the whole pack can be wiped out in a matter of weeks.’ Wild

Dog populations that are intensely managed are now being

vaccinated against rabies in an attempt to reduce this threat.

   ‘The number of confirmed rabies cases in domestic dogs

found in the nature reserves to the west of the KNP, as well as

in the adjacent local communities of the eastern

Bushbuckridge area, has recently experienced a downward

trend,’ say Dr Bjorn Reininghaus, the local State Veterinarian

from the Mpumalanga Department of Agriculture. According

to him the intensified vaccinations of domestic dogs by

veterinary services and a massive upscale of anti-poaching

measures are seen as the most important factors. However

there is no time for complacency, as maintaining sufficient

dog rabies vaccination coverage, a high level of awareness

about rabies and adequate disease surveillance, is of outmost

importance to combat this serious disease, and depends to a

great extent on available resources and logistics.



Although many hunters and their dogs still operate illegally in

game reserves throughout South Africa, with the increase of

rhino poaching, many game reserves now have a formidable

security force that patrol the boundaries day and night and

have little tolerance for trespassers. These larger commercial

reserves with a significant budget for security and anti-

poaching have experienced a massive reduction in bush meat

poaching and snaring activity. The risk to the hunters’ lives

has become far too high. Smaller private game reserves that

do not stock rhino and farms that are not as well protected are

easy targets for bush meat poachers. In many instances game

fences are in a state of disrepair, affording hunters and their

dogs easy access and opportunity, or the hunters cut fences to

A hunter and his pack of dogs are confronted by a weimaraner, trained by K9 conservation to track poachers.

©Catherine Corrett



gain access. Outside the reserves smaller species such as scrub

hares, common grey duiker, cane rats and steenbok are

pursued. Even though the reward is now much smaller, the

dogs are guaranteed part of the action and are rewarded with

the “matumbos” or insides of their kill, which is cooked up

and fed to them back at their homestead.

But for some, hunting with dogs is not a matter of survival. It

is a profession that sees hunters and their packs of dogs

competing against each other for cash prizes fetching up to

tens of thousands of Rands, adding further to the controversy

surrounding this ancient tradition. However, as hunters find it

increasingly difficult to infiltrate protected areas due to

increased levels of security, the tradition of hunting dogs

appears to be facing a slow death of its own. Whilst a plus for

conservancy, it does beg the question: what next for the

Africanis and the hunters in these communities?

Africanis Thuli was rescued after being hit by two cars. Her rescuer adopted her

and she now lives a luxurious life with a pack of golden retrievers. Despite

previous injuries and her advancing 12 years of age, Thuli has minimal vet bills

compared to the pedigree dogs.

©Michael Griffith
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Don’t photograph with your finger

I have been a finger-photographer for most of my life. I

thought it would be possible to capture the perfect moment by

keeping my shutter pressed in until my knuckles become

white. But I have learnt over the years that to try to capture an

exceptional moment in the net of 10 frames per second is not

as easy as it sounds. So, I suggest that instead of using our

fingers to release our shutters, we should rather open the

shutters of our minds and take the image from there.

   There are two ways of thinking while photographing. The

first is to think in clichés. Photographers thinking in this way

always zoom to the lens length that fits the animal in the

frame. They use the safest lighting angle, and often press the

shutter in until the camera becomes hot. The second kind of

photographer looks first, then thinks. He contemplates how he

can photograph something ordinary in an original way. It can

be difficult, but we have to do it if we want to become good

photographers.

   Thousands of photographers cast their 10-frames-per-

second nets over the world in the hope of catching an image.

This makes the chance of catching a big fish that nobody else

can, virtually nil. Nets are used for catching small fish – deep

lines with thinking sinkers are used to catch big fish and big

images.



 



Don’t listen to other people’s opinions of your photographs.

The biggest mistake photographers make is to photograph for

‘likes’ instead of what they like. Hunting for ‘likes’ is creating a

culture of oversaturated, high-impact images that may

immediately grab the attention of the viewer, but are quickly

forgotten. If we do this we are not developing as

photographers – we are only photographing on one level and

for one application.
   

There are various applications for images. Decide what you

want to use the photograph for. An image that works framed

on a wall is different from an image that works on Facebook. A

successful framed image would probably not get many likes

on Facebook. The average viewing time of an image on

Facebook is less than a second. For a framed image on your

wall the viewing time will be counted in years. So, the same

kind of image will not always work for both applications.
   

The same applies to photographing to create a book. The

images have to be diverse. You have to use photographs taken

with different points of view, lens lengths and lighting

conditions. Again, not all images used in a book will get likes

on Facebook. But if you were to put all of the most-liked

Facebook images into a book, the viewer would probably get

sick of them after page 20. Not because the images are bad,

but because they don’t work as a collection.
   

So, don’t worry about what your viewers may say about the

images. Don’t listen to them. They don’t know what your

thought process was when you were photographing. They

don’t know what the final destination of your photographic

development will be. They don’t see the big picture, but you

should.

Don’t judge your images with your ears



 



 



Don’t look at other photographers through a mirror

Photographs are powerful. One image can make a

photographer famous by winning competitions. A single

second captured by a photographer can be so momentous that

it does not matter what they did before or after that second.

We can judge photographers on one second of their lives. And

that is what makes photography so powerful.

   We are all looking for that second in which we capture that

image to win competitions and knock everyone else off their

feet. And we all know it – it only takes one second. But the

problem is that we all think we have just been unlucky not to

have captured that second yet. So, we get jealous of other

photographers whom we try to look at through a mirror, but



all we see is our own crooked ambition.

   I have done this too many times. I have learnt that the only

way to improve one’s own photography is not to internalise

other people’s photographs. Don’t compare. Don’t judge.

Appreciate and compliment and look. This is the only way to

grow.

 



 



 



Click here to order Heinrich’s magnificent new photography book:
REFLECTION

http://www.hphpublishing.co.za/reflection/index.html


CLICK BELOW FOR CHAPTERS
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ANTON CRONE quit the crazy-wonderful world of

advertising to travel the world, sometimes working, sometimes

drifting. Along the way he unearthed a passion for Africa’s

stories – not the sometimes hysterical news agency headlines

we all feed off, but the real stories. Anton has a strong

empathy with Africa’s people and their need to meet daily

requirements, often in remote environmentally hostile areas
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co-habitated by Africa’s free-roaming animals. His journey

brought him to Africa Geographic where he is now Editor in

Chief, and custodian of Africa Geographic online magazine.

He writes about the part the domestic dog plays in African

wildlife in CONSERVATION’S BEST FRIEND.

 

CATHERINE CORRETT grew up and lived in the heart of

London for twenty-five years. Africa stole her heart eight years

ago and she eventually moved to South Africa in 2011 to

become co-founder of K9 Conservation. Catherine has spent

the past four years deeply involved in conservation, working

with some of the finest reserves and conservation programs in

South Africa in many different fields, from relocating animals

and rehabilitating threatened species to anti-poaching

operations, reserve management and environmental

monitoring. Catherine holds a BA Honours degree in Social

Anthropology and a Masters degree in Television and Current

Affairs Journalism. She has also trained as a photo-journalist,

cameraman and editor and has worked for the BBC and

Reuters. Her greatest passion is conservation through



journalism and bringing awareness to a global audience

through visual media. Catherine writes about the dog bred by

Africans for Africa in AFRICANIS.

 

HEINRICH VAN DEN BERG is an international award-

winning wildlife photographer, an accomplished writer and a

publisher. Van den Berg is well known for pushing

photographic boundaries to create explosive images that are

as beautiful as they are emotive. His artfully interwoven text

coaxes the reader into the realm of philosophy and

meditation. To achieve such visual presence, Van den Berg is a

thinking photographer, travelling extensively in search of

unique images – always with an eye for the unusual and a new

perspective of the familiar. His lens snares evocative moments

that leave lasting impressions through the pages of his

carefully crafted books. In this week’s GALLERY Heinrich

shares vital tips on how to improve your photography and

shares outstanding images from his new book REFLECTION.
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